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Background: Blue-blocking lenses (BBLs) are marketed as providing retinal protection from
acute and cumulative exposure to blue light over time. The selective reduction in visible
wavelengths transmitted through BBLs is known to inﬂuence the photosensitivity of retinal
photoreceptors, which affects both visual and non-visual functions. This study measured
the spectral transmittance of BBLs and evaluated their effect on blue perception, scotopic
vision, circadian rhythm, and protection from photochemical retinal damage.
Methods: Seven different types of BBLs from six manufacturers and untinted control lenses
with three different powers (+2.00 D, −2.00 D and Plano) were evaluated. The whiteness
index of BBLs used in this study was calculated using Commission International de
l’Eclairage (CIE) Standard Illuminates D65, and CIE 1964 Standard with a 2 Observer. The
protective qualities of BBLs and their effect on blue perception, scotopic vision, and circadian rhythm were evaluated based on their spectral transmittance, which was measured
with a Cary 5,000 UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer.
Results: BBLs were found to reduce blue light (400–500 nm) by 6–43 per cent, providing signiﬁcant protection from photochemical retinal damage compared to control lenses
(p ≤ 0.05). All BBLs were capable of reducing the perception of blue colours, scotopic sensitivities and circadian sensitivities by 5–36 per cent, 5–24 per cent, and 4–27 per cent, respectively depending on the brand and power of the lens.
Conclusion: BBLs can provide some protection to the human eye from photochemical retinal damage by reducing a portion of blue light that may affect visual and non-visual performances, such as those critical to scotopic vision, blue perception, and circadian rhythm.
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High-energy visible blue light that consists of
wavelengths ranging from 400 nm to
500 nm in the visible spectrum is essential
for visual perception,1 and internal body regulation (particularly the circadian rhythm2),
yet exposure to blue light has been linked to
retinal damage,3 which suggests a need to
limit their use as a light source. However,
human exposure to blue light has become
common with the increasing use of new
light-emitting diode (LED) light sources to
provide bright illumination to the environment. Blue LED light sources are widely used
in many prevalently used electronic devices
such as TVs, smartphones, tablets, computers and laptops, screens and iPads.4 With
the increased exposure to blue light in the
environment, concern has been raised as to
whether and how this might impact biological functions that are dependent on light.
The wavelength of light plays an important
role in scotopic vision,5 colour perception,1
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and regulation of non-visual responses.5 For
example, previous studies have demonstrated that vision is more dependent on
blue light under scotopic conditions than
photopic vision.6 The wavelength of approximately 507 nm in the blue-green range is
sufﬁcient to activate the photopigment rhodopsin in human rod-photoreceptors, which
is the basis for scotopic vision.5 Additionally,
the absorption of blue light by S-cones
enhances visual acuity, and the S-cone function is maximally activated at a wavelength
of approximately 430 nm.1 Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs)
contain the photopigment melanopsin,
which is most sensitive to blue light at a
wavelength of approximately 480 nm5 and is
vital in controlling non-visual physiologic
responses in the human body including circadian entrainment, melatonin secretion,
cognitive performance, mood, and mental
activity.2

Based on animal models and cell culture
experiments, overexposure to blue light may
damage cells in the retina.3,7 These studies
demonstrate that short exposures (seconds
to hours), to high irradiance of white light
above 10 mW/cm2, resulted in photochemical
damage to the retinal cells that increases at
shorter wavelengths of light, with damage
sharply peaking at approximately 440 nm.3,7
However, the action spectrum of this photochemical damage is broad, ranging in wavelengths of light of between 400 and 500 nm.3
Indeed, retinal damage that occurs in animals
after 48 hours of exposure to blue light,3,8
resembles that from direct viewing of a solar
eclipse (38–48 hours). Data on sunlight exposure and antioxidant level proposed that
chronic exposure (for example, over periods
of months or years) to intense sunlight is
associated with early stages of age-related
macular degeneration (AMD) in elderly
humans with low levels of antioxidants.9
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Figure 1. A: Blue-blocking lenses (BBLs) evaluated in this study: i. Control lenses (untinted); ii. Blue Control; iii. Smart Blue Filter; iv. Blue
Guardian; v. Blu-OLP; vi. UV++Blue Control; vii. SeeCoat Blue UV; viii. Crizal Prevencia. B: The whiteness index (%) of BBLs respectively.

The International Commission on NonIonizing Radiation Protection Guidelines10
deﬁne the safety limits of ocular exposure in
humans to visible radiation (400–780 nm)
based on the type of damage which can be
thermal or photochemical. However, the present study was focused only on the photochemical retinal damage induced by extreme,
chronic exposure to blue light (400–500 nm),
which currently blue-blocking lenses (BBLs)
intend to reduce. For an exposure duration
t greater than 0.25 s but less than 10,000 s,
the blue-light radiance exposure limit is 106/t

BBLs type
Essilor (Crizal Prevencia lens)

(W/m2/sr). For an exposure duration greater
than 10,000 s, the exposure limit to a bluelight radiance is 100 (W/m2/sr).10,11
Exposure to blue light at night time can
lead to suppression of melatonin secretion
which disrupts the circadian clock and may
cause adverse consequences on mental,
physical health,12–16 and sleep.17 The disruption of circadian rhythm is associated with
mood disorders,12 breast cancer,13 obesity
and chronic diseases,14 heart disease, high
blood pressure, and other cardiovascular
problems.15 Conversely, the reduction in

Refractive index
1.50

blue-enriched light during daytime hours can
increase daytime melatonin levels, which may
lead to sleepiness, mood and cognitive
deﬁcits.16
A viable solution to protect ocular tissues
and control exposure is to ﬁlter blue light
through the use of BBLs. For many years, a
large number of BBLs have been designed in
different colours (red, green, blue, orange,
pink, brown, and yellow).18 However, yellow
lenses have been shown to provide the most
protective effect because they absorbed
almost all blue wavelengths of light and can

Lens material/ﬁltering technique
Clear plastic/anti-reﬂection coating

Nikon lens (SeeCoat Blue UV)

1.60

Clear plastic/anti-reﬂection coating

JuzVision lens (UV++Blue Control)
GenOp lens (Blu-OLP)

1.60
1.56

Clear plastic/absorbing material ‘UV++’
Plastic/absorbing material ‘pigment’

Opticare (Blue Guardian)

1.56

Clear plastic/anti-reﬂection coating ‘multi-coating’

Essilor (Smart Blue Filter)
Hoya (Blue Control)

1.50
1.60

Clear plastic/absorbing coating
Clear plastic/anti-reﬂection coating

Opticare (untinted control lens)

1.499

Plastic/without blue-ﬁltering coating

Table 1. Characteristics of the blue-blocking lenses (BBLs) used in the study
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Figure 2. Spectral transmission characteristics of 21 blue-blocking lenses (BBLs) from seven brands and clear control lenses with
and without powers
provide efﬁcient protection to retinal cells
from damage.19
For non-visual function, a number of studies have shown that yellow BBLs can be
helpful for the treatment of insomnia, mood
disorders, mania and delayed sleep phase
disorder.20–22 For visual function, yellow
BBLs have been recommended for ophthalmic purposes to correct the quality of vision
for low-vision patients,23,24 and in AMD
patients, to enhance contrast sensitivity.25
Additionally, such BBLs are commonly used
for outdoor visual tasks such as shooting,
night driving, ﬂying and skiing to enhance
visual performance, especially under low
visibility conditions of dusk, haze, and high
luminance environments.26,27
Although yellow BBLs have been reported
to improve non-visual and some visual performances as well as provide protection
against blue light, they might be undesirable
for everyday use. Wearing BBLs in daytime
hours is known to increase sleepiness and
might be dangerous for night time driving.28
This is because BBLs block wavelengths that
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are required for scotopic vision,29 alertness
and cognitive performance,2 and interfere
with colour perception.18
In recent years, a new generation of BBLs
has been developed and manufactured by various ophthalmic industries with acceptable
cosmetic appearances that are close to a preferred transparent30,31 such as BBLs provided
by Essilor, GenOp, Hoya, JuzVision, Nikon, and
Opticare. These BBLs are produced to offer
high visible light transmission that is required
for visual and non-visual functions and attenuate the most harmful wavelengths of blue
light. These BBLs are available in the market
and advertised as safety glasses with high
visual properties for computer users and other
digital devices users as well as regulating the
circadian clock when wearing them in evening
hours, which increases their popularity. However, the protective effect and the potential
beneﬁts and risks of these new BBLs for essential visual and non-visual functions remain to
be determined.
This study investigated the spectral transmittance of different wavelengths of visible

light through various types of commercially
available BBLs with and without refractive
power that is currently available in the market. The goal of this investigation was to
provide a theoretical estimation and statistical analysis on the protective effect of commercially
available
BBLs
for
visual
perception, scotopic vision, and non-visual
performances.

Methods
Samples
In this study, seven different types of BBLs by
six manufacturers with three different powers
(+2.00 D, −2.00 D and Plano) were evaluated.
These lenses were the Crizal Prevencia and
Smart Blue Filter (Essilor), Blu-OLP (GenOp),
Blue Control (Hoya), UV++Blue Control
(JuzVision), SeeCoat Blue UV (Nikon) and Blue
Guardian (Opticare) as shown in Figure 1A. All
lenses function as a blue blocker based on
either absorption or reﬂection of the speciﬁc
blue wavelengths (Table 1).
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BBL type

Lens power (D)

Transmittance
of direct incident
blue light (mean  SD) %

Blue light hazard
prevention (%)†

Essilor (Crizal Prevencia lens)

−2.00 D
Plano

69.81  0.25
74.98  0.02

22.75
17.80

+2.00 D

72.49  2.80

22.78

Nikon lens (SeeCoat Blue UV)

−2.00 D
Plano

81.73  0.06
79.51  0.29

9.98
13.14

+2.00 D

78.90  0.04

13.08

JuzVision lens (UV++Blue Control)

−2.00 D
Plano

73.47  0.14
79.51  0.29

19.17
22.58

+2.00 D

78.90  0.04

23.97

GenOp lens (Blu-OLP)

−2.00 D
Plano

60.87  0.02
58.01  0.07

32.93
36.44

+2.00 D

51.53  0.15

43.42

Opticare (Blue Guardian)

−2.00 D
Plano

74.07  0.49
73.02  0.72

17.88
20.60

+2.00 D

69.80  0.003

23.15

Essilor (Smart Blue Filter)

−2.00 D
Plano

81.31  0.05
84.77  0.08

10.38
7.07

+2.00 D

85.10  0.09

6.24

Hoya (Blue Control)

−2.00 D
Plano

79.87  0.13
80.39  0.45

12.15
11.46

+2.00 D

79.34  1.03

13.68

–2.00 D
Plano

90.74  0.06
89.58  1.07

0.00
0.00

+2.00 D

90.96  0.14

0.00

Opticare (untinted control lens)

†

Percentage of blocked blue light (400–500 nm) = 100 – ([TBBL /Tcontrol] × 100), where TBBL: the transmittance mean for individual BBL,
and Tcontrol: the transmittance mean of control lens.

Table 2. The calculated percentage values of transmittance mean of direct incident blue light, and blue light hazard prevention of
each blue-blocking lens (BBL) with and without power in the wavelength range of 400–500 nm

Measurements
The whiteness indexes of BBLs used in this
study were calculated using Commission International de l’Eclairage (CIE) Standard Illuminates D65 and CIE 1964 Standard with a 2
Observer (Figure 1). The whiteness of each lens
was measured relative to a preferred white.
The spectral transmittance characteristics of
the seven above-mentioned BBLs and a clear,
untinted lens (control lens) (Table 1) were measured at the centre of the front surface of each
lens using a Cary 5,000 UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer (Model: EL04043683) with an
integrating sphere. The measurement of the
transmission spectrum was performed at
5 nm intervals at a speed of 120 nm/second
from 280 to 780 nm at a bandwidth of 2 nm.
The spectral transmittance of each BBL was
plotted as a function of the wavelength, as
shown in Figure 2.
The spectral transmittance data analysis
was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for
Windows software (version 22.0; IBM,
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Armonk, NY, USA). To estimate the potential
protective effect provided by BBLs, the spectral transmittance of each type of BBL at each
power was measured and recorded four
times in the wavelengths range between
280 nm and 780 nm. Three statistical tests
were performed on the BBLs transmission
means for the direct incident blue light
(400–500 nm) as provided in Table 2.
First, the Welch analysis of variance
(ANOVA) and Brown-Forsythe tests were
used to indicate if there was a signiﬁcant difference in the transmittance means of
21 BBLs. Second, post-hoc multiple comparisons (Games-Howell test) were used to
determine which BBLs differ signiﬁcantly
from each other. Finally, the difference in
the average transmittance between each
type of BBL and a clear lens was assessed
using an independent samples t-test.
A difference in the mean transmittance
was considered statistically signiﬁcant if the
p-value was < 0.05. The protective effect of

each BBL type was evaluated at the peak of
photochemical retinal damage (440 nm) and
correlated with their whiteness index, as
shown in Figure 3.
The wavelength of light has different
effects on the visual and non-visual systems
due to the wavelength-dependent sensitivity of photoreceptors. The spectral sensitivity of a photoreceptor describes the
efﬁciency of photopigment in the photoreceptor in converting light into a physiological signal inducing a biological visual or
non-visual response.32,33 The action spectrum of the spectral sensitivity of each photoreceptor is deﬁned by function S(λ), as
shown in Figure 4. This action spectrum S(λ)
can be applied as a weighting function to
the spectral power distribution of a light
source to infer the degree to which the light
source might affect the visual or non-visual
response.32,33
When viewing a light source, the amount of
irradiance acting on each photopigment is
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Figure 3. A: Relationship between how much blue light hazard is blocked in the range of 400–500 nm and the percentage of transmittance at 440 nm for tested blue-blocking lenses (BBLs) with and without powers. B: Correlation between the whiteness index
and transmittance at 440 nm (the peak of photochemical retinal damage) for tested BBLs with and without powers.
determined by the effective irradiance (Eα). To
calculate the effective irradiance for each of
the photoreceptors (Eα), the spectral power
distribution of the light source (E) is weighted
with the appropriate spectral sensitivity function Sα(λ) given by the following formula:32,33
ð λ2
Eα =

λ1

E ðλÞ Sα ðλÞ dλ W:m −2

[1]

where α relates to a human photopigment
(photopsin, rhodopsin, or melanopsin).
However, because the retina is exposed to
light attenuated by the BBL, it is
assumed that:
ð λ2
E α, BBL =
E ðλÞ T ðλÞ Sα ðλÞ dλ W:m −2
[2]
λ1

where Eα, BBL, denotes the effective irradiance
for each of the photoreceptors when light is
viewed through BBLs. T(λ) is the spectral transmittance of the BBL. E(λ) is the spectral power
distribution of a D65 light source (a standard
daylight illuminant, 6,500 K) in W/m2.
For each BBL, the effective irradiance values
were calculated using the irradiance toolbox,33
which represent blue perception value (Esc),
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scotopic sensitivity (Er), and circadian sensitivity (Ez). Then, in order to evaluate the visual
and non-visual effects of BBLs, the percent
change in the effective irradiance Eα and Eα, BBL
for each photoreceptor while wearing BBLs
was determined by the following formula:
Percent change in effective irradiance
E α − E α, BBL
= 100 ×
E α:
The relative change in the blue perception
ΔEsc, scotopic sensitivity ΔEr, and circadian
sensitivity ΔEz were calculated using the following equations:
Ð 780

E ðλÞ T ðλÞ Ssc ðλÞ dλ
ΔE sc ð%Þ = 1− 380
Ð 780
380 E ðλÞ Ssc ðλÞ dλ
Ð 780
E ðλÞ T ðλÞ Sr ðλÞ dλ
ΔE r ð%Þ = 1− 380
Ð 780
380 E ðλÞ S r ðλÞ dλ
Ð 780
E ðλÞ T ðλÞ Sz ðλÞ dλ
ΔE z ð%Þ = 1− 380
Ð 780
380 E ðλÞ S z ðλÞ dλ

[3]
[4]
[5]

where Ssc(λ) is the spectral sensitivity function
of S-cones (containing photopsin), Sr(λ) is the

spectral sensitivity function of rods (containing
rhodopsin), Sz(λ) is the spectral sensitivity function of the ipRGCs (containing melanopsin).
These functions describe the response of photoreceptors to light in a 32-year-old standard
human observer with an undilated pupil. More
detail about these functions and calculations
can be found in the guideline published by the
CIE (SI CIE TN 003:2015).32,33

Results
Spectral transmission
characteristics of BBLs
Figure 1 shows a variation in the whiteness
index values of different BBLs with and without powers of the same brand name. A
greater increase in variation of the whiteness index was observed for Blu-OLP lenses
with and without powers.
Figure 2 shows the spectral transmittance
characteristics of the seven types of BBLs
and the control lens at three different powers. The BBLs were found to reduce the blue
light (400–500 nm) by 6–43 per cent
(Table 2), depending on the brand and
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Figure 4. Relative sensitivities of the blue perception, scotopic vision, and circadian rhythm for various commercially available
blue-blocking lenses (BBLs) with +2.00 D, −2.00 D and Plano in comparison to the spectral sensitivity curves of S-cones Ssc(λ), rods
Sr(λ), and intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) Sz(λ) respectively. Dashed lines indicate the spectral sensitivity
curves (Ssc(λ), Sr(λ) and Sz(λ)) of a 32-year-old standard observer as recommended by Commission International de l’Eclairage (CIE)
TN 003:2015.
power of the lens. For clear lenses, the curves
showed high transmission with an average of
88 per cent of visible light beyond ultraviolet
radiation and blue wavelengths (> 360 nm).
Although all the BBLs were manufactured differently, they followed approximately the similar spectral transmission characteristics by
reducing short wavelengths, while allowing
longer wavelengths to pass through.

Evaluation of the protective
effect of BBLs
Welch ANOVA and Brown-Forsythe tests
indicated there was a signiﬁcant difference
in the transmittance means (400–500 nm) of
the 21 BBLs from seven brands at three different powers (p < 0.05).
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Post-hoc multiple comparisons between
BBLs of the same brand, but with different
powers, showed there was no signiﬁcant difference in the transmittance means of some
BBLs: Crizal Prevencia (p = 0.283, +2.00 D
versus −2.00 D); SeeCoat Blue UV (p = 0.963,
+2.00 D versus Plano); Blue Control (p > 0.05,
+2.00 D versus −2.00 D, +2.00 D versus
Plano); and Blue Guardian (p = 0.124, −2.00
D versus Plano) whereas Blu-OLP, Smart
Blue Filter and UV++Blue Control lenses with
different powers signiﬁcantly varied in their
transmittance means (p < 0.05).
Post-hoc multiple comparisons between
BBLs with the same power but of different
brands showed there was no signiﬁcant difference in the transmittance means of some

BBLs: UV++Blue Control and Blue Guardian
lens (p = 0.447, −2.00 D); UV++Blue Control
and Blue Guardian lens (p = 0.095, +2.00 D);
Blue Control and SeeCoat Blue UV lens
(p = 0.975, +2.00 D); Blue Guardian and Crizal
Prevencia lens (p = 0.618, +2.00 D); UV++Blue
Control and Crizal Prevencia lens (p = 0.481,
+2.00 D); SeeCoat Blue UV and Blue Control
(p = 0.171, Plano); and Blue Guardian and
Crizal Prevencia lens (p = 0.071, Plano),
whereas a signiﬁcant difference in the transmittance means was noticed in other
BBLs (p < 0.05).
The statistical difference in the transmittance means in the wavelengths range
(400–500 nm) was also investigated by comparing each BBL with the control lens using
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BBL type

Lens power (D)

Relative change
in blue perception
ΔEsc (%)

Relative change
in scotopic
sensitivity ΔEr (%)

Relative change in
circadian
sensitivity ΔEz (%)

–2.00 D
Plano

24.17
17.56

12.38
8.25

15.26
10.28

+2.00 D

23.76

11.88

14.80

–2.00 D
Plano

12.19
12.19

13.88
15.13

13.08
13.86

+2.00 D

11.36

13.38

12.62

–2.00 D
Plano

5.17
6.82

4.50
6.00

4.21
5.45

Essilor (Crizal Prevencia lens)

Nikon lens (SeeCoat Blue UV)

JuzVision lens (UV++Blue Control)

GenOp lens (Blu-OLP)

Opticare (Blue Guardian)

Essilor (Smart Blue Filter)

Hoya (Blue Control)

Opticare (untinted control lens)

+2.00 D

8.26

7.00

6.39

–2.00 D
Plano

24.79
28.10

16.38
18.50

18.54
20.87

+2.00 D

35.95

23.88

27.10

–2.00 D
Plano

5.99
5.37

5.00
5.00

4.98
4.52

+2.00 D

8.88

7.75

7.48

–2.00 D
Plano

15.08
11.57

13.75
10.38

13.55
10.12

+2.00 D

11.36

10.13

9.81

–2.00 D
Plano

13.43
11.16

6.25
5.25

7.79
6.70

+2.00 D

11.57

7.25

8.72

–2.00 D
Plano

9.09
8.68

8.88
8.50

8.88
8.41

+2.00 D

8.88

8.63

8.57

Table 3. The relative changes in the blue perception ΔEsc, scotopic sensitivity ΔEr and circadian sensitivity ΔEz by weighting the
attenuated transmitted light through each blue-blocking lens (BBL) with the spectral sensitivity functions given in the International Standard Commission International de l’Eclairage (CIE) TN 003:2015
independent samples t-test and Levenes
test. The results of these tests showed that
the transmittance mean of a control lens
was signiﬁcantly different from that for each
BBL (p ≤ 0.05 for all comparisons).
As the peak of the action spectrum to the
photochemical damage is at 440 nm,3 it is
important to compare the mean transmittance of BBLs (400–500 nm) with their transmittance at only 440 nm to provide a
description for the protective effect of those
BBLs as shown in Figure 3A. This ﬁgure
shows a large increase in blue light hazard
prevention for Blu-OLP and Crizal Prevencia
lenses, which transmitted the lowest percentage of light at 440 nm by 62–80 per
cent. This provides a clear indication of the
effectiveness of some BBLs in the protection
of retinal cells from photochemical damage
due to blue light exposure. The effectiveness of BBLs in reducing the peak of photochemical retinal damage was signiﬁcantly
correlated with their whiteness index with
r = 0.90, p < 0.05, and the greatest
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correlation was shown for Blu-OLP and
Crizal Prevencia lenses compared to other
BBLs with and without powers as shown in
Figure 3B.

Effect of BBLs on blue
perception, scotopic vision and
circadian rhythm
Figure 4 shows that a reduction in the bluelight transmission led to a decrease in light
sensitivity to blue colours of approximately
5–36 per cent, impaired night vision by 5–24
per cent, and reduced the circadian sensitivity by 4–27 per cent (Table 3).

Discussion
The present results conﬁrm that all BBL
types used in this study provide signiﬁcant
protection from photochemical retinal damage compared to the control lenses.
Based on the spectral transmittance
analysis, Blu-OLP and Crizal Prevencia

lenses offered substantially greater protection against hazardous short wavelengths of blue light compared to
other BBLs.
The reduction in the ocular exposure to
the blue light transmitted through BBLs is
not only determined by the direct light measurement, but it is also determined by various parameters34 such as the physical
characteristics of the lens, frame, side shield
structure and the wearers facial features as
well as the back reﬂection. All these parameters can increase the amount of blue light
hazard striking the eye, reducing their beneﬁt. However, the inﬂuence of these parameters is beyond the scope of this
investigation, since the only interest of the
current study was to determine how much
each BBL type could transmit the blue light.
The efﬁcacy of the BBLs for visual and
non-visual performance was theoretically
evaluated which showed that the attenuated
transmitted blue light through BBLs,
resulted in a reduction in the S-cone (blue
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perception), rod (scotopic), and ipRGC (circadian rhythm) sensitivities. These outcomes
might have signiﬁcant unintended effects on
visual and non-visual behaviours, in particular BBLs with higher attenuation of blue
light may pose a risk regarding their use
during evening activities such as night time
driving.
It is important to note that the actual effect
of BBLs used in this study on the blue perception, scotopic, and circadian rhythm has not
been fully characterised,30,31 and needs to be
empirically and clinically investigated to determine their effect on colour perception under
different lighting conditions, the safety of
wearing BBLs in low lighting conditions, lens
wearing time, consequences of long-term
use, and the possibility of BBLs in regulating
circadian clock.
In conclusion, BBLs can provide some protection to the human eye from photochemical
retinal damage by reducing a portion of blue
light that may affect visual and non-visual
performances such as those critical to scotopic vision, blue perception, and circadian
rhythm. The present ﬁndings have obvious
implications and are most useful for clinicians
who may wish to recommend BBLs as a protective option for individuals who work in
environments in which blue light is prevalent.
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